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90+ Lighting
90+ Lighting: Reliable Everyday, Vibrant Everyday, Affordable everytime

3G Lighting
Contemporary pendant, surface and recessed luminaires combining LED, fluor and low voltage sources

Above All Lighting
Above All Lighting, a leader in R&D, manufacturing and customization of LED indoor and outdoor light fixtures.

Acclaim Lighting
Acclaim Lighting provides LED lighting solutions; static white, RGB, RGBW for interiors and exteriors.

Active Safety
Photo luminescent exit signs & luminous egress path markings

Aculux/Acuity Brands
Complete integrated solutions provider; one of the world’s leading suppliers of lighting, controls and devices for both indoor and outdoor applications.

Aculux/Acuity Brands
Aculux precision luminaires represent the pinnacle in recessed lighting design.

Advent Architectural Lighting
Decorative pendants, sconces and surface mounted fixtures.

Ambiance
Our line includes linear, LED tape, disk, self-contained, rail, pendant and miniature recessed lighting systems; many of which are available in LED.

Antique Street Lamps/Acuity
Antique Street Lamps (ASL) products light up the country’s main streets, roadways, public spaces, college campuses and shopping malls.

Arborlight
Integrator of LED components, optics, and embedded systems to achieve complex illumination solutions.

AZZ (formerly Rigalite)
Quality industrial lighting, specializing in hazardous and severe environments— all lamp sources.

Bartco Lighting
Specification-grade, low-profile linear and compact fluorescent fixtures.

Beghelli Group
Established emergency and general lighting.

Beta-Calco
A highly innovative manufacturer of quality, performance driven architectural interior and exterior luminaires incorporating the latest in LED technologies.

Blackjack
Blackjack Lighting is a design- and technology-driven lighting manufacturer headquartered in suburban Chicago.

Celestial Lighting
Architectural luminaires and specialty lighting.

Dark to Light/Acuity
Complete offering of outdoor photocontrols; standalone outdoor photocontrols to meet and exceed ANSI photocontrol standards.

Delray Lighting
Architectural quality, contemporary light fixtures for commercial applications

EasyIllum/Acuity
Simple, intuitive DMX show controller for RGB luminaires.

EcoSense Lighting
Solid-state lighting solutions for use in commercial and residential applications.

Edge Lighting
Contemporary, energy-efficient fixtures for a variety of indoor and outdoor applications.

Efficient-Tec Int, LLC
Efficient-Tec International LLC offers a complete handrail solutions

ELEMENT by Tech Lighting
Smartly engineered line of specification-grade, precision, small aperture, recessed downlighting and accent lighting.

Energie
International collection of select lighting products. Energie satisfies a growing demand for unique architectural lighting products.

Energy Focus
Energy Focus, Inc. is a leading provider of energy efficient LED lighting products, and a developer of energy efficient lighting technology.

ERCO
Extensive range of highest-quality exterior and interior lighting with precise optical control and superb visual comfort.

Fabbian Illuminazione
Italian-designed architectural and residential lighting.

Feiss
Indoor and outdoor, high-quality residential decorative lighting.

Filamento
Innovative LED Products for HID Replacement and Retrofit

FSC Lighting
Lighting solutions that go beyond efficiency

Gotham/Acuity
Specification grade, architectural downlighting—all lamp sources.

Healthcare Lighting®/Acuity
Lighting products for healthcare; specializing in surgical, bed and exam lights.

Helilux
Helilux provides innovative lighting solutions using LumaFilm®, a thin and flexible, planar LED light emitter that does not require a heat sink.

HUNT Dimming
A broad line of lighting controls and dimmer switches, architectural systems and wallbox devices.

HYDREL/Acuity
Industry leader for in-grade, underwater and flood lighting products—all lamp sources.

IEP Systems
IEP Systems Inc. designs and manufactures central lighting inverter and associated products for the lighting industry.

Indy Lighting / Acuity
Indy Architectural Recessed Lighting features the industry’s widest range of high-quality, commercial-grade luminaires.

Intrigue Lighting
Architectural and pedestrian-scale lighting fixtures.

ISAAC + RAE
North American Distributors of High Quality LED Luminaires. Located in Vancouver, BC.

Juno Lighting / Acuity
Juno Lighting Group – A product family of 6 brands with products suitable for commercial and residential, indoor and outdoor use.

Kelvix
Low profile TAPE light, cove, undercabinet and direct view, low and line voltage.

L.C. Doane
Durable line of products for demanding marine, industrial, correctional, and institutional use such as cleanroom and healthcare facilities.

LBL Lighting
Low-voltage pendants, signature sconces, ceiling fixtures and outdoor sconces.

Lightahome Residential/Acuity
Quality indoor and outdoor residential lighting solutions that are functional, attractive and energy-efficient.

LC&D Lighting Control & Design / Acuity
Premier manufacturer of track, accent display and LED lighting systems.

Lightology
Online lighting showroom offering numerous manufacturers’ products, multiple applications

LIGMAN Lighting USA
Designing, manufacturing and distributing efficient, high-quality outdoor lighting products.
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OCL Architectural Lighting
Full line of decorative and architectural products: pendants, ceiling mount, indoor and outdoor sconces.

Peerless®/Acuity
Industry leader in optical design for linear products.

Pinnacle
High-efficiency, recessed or pendant-mount direct, indirect/direct, wallwash fluorescent and LED products.

Poles Central/Acuity

Prudential Lighting
Recessed and linear pendant, wall-mount products for a variety of indoor and specialty applications—linear, fluorescent and LED.

Pure Lighting
LED and low-voltage; minimal trimless and bevel apertures; downlighting, accent lighting, wall washers and grazers.

Puro Lighting
Utilizing exclusive patents and technology from Violet Defense™, their first offering to the market is a breakthrough UV disinfection solution.

Ragni Company
Matching high-performance technology with modern, architectural design.

RELOC Wiring Solutions / Acuity

ROAM®/Acuity
Streetlight monitoring system that minimizes the total life cycle cost of a lighting network while enhancing safety, sustainablity and maintenance.

Saco SII international
Solid-state LED lighting and media solutions.

Selux
Interior and exterior light fixtures, featuring distinctive European style and performance optics.

Sensor Switch/Acuity
Industry leader in developing occupancy sensor products and technology for lighting control—nLight and nLightwifi.

Solavanti Lighting
Solavanti Lighting is built on a solid foundation that is synonymous with cutting edge design.

SpecGrade LED
Cost-effective, energy-saving illumination solutions for indoor and outdoor applications that require bright, shadow-free security and spot.

Specialized Lighting Solutions
Visit our site for more information.

SPI Lighting Inc.
Developing products to exceed the demands of high-quality, creative lighting design.

StarTek
StarTek Lighting America designs, engineers, and manufactures top quality LED lighting solutions in Gurnee, IL for commercial, industrial, institutional and recreational applications.

Stile Contemporary Lighting
Brand of SPI Lighting, a unique line of fixtures with simple, clean lines designed with budget and energy constraints in mind.

Sunoptics Prismatic Skylights/Acuity
Prismatic Skylights—allowing you to turn off your lights during peak daylight hours, reducing energy consumption and cost.

Synergy Lighting Controls/Acuity
Products for dimming, switching, integrated and distributed control, daylight harvesting and controllable breakers.

Teslyte LLC
Teslyte designs and manufactures IoT Networked Light Control, Energy Saving Retrofit Solutions and Uniformed Luminaire Families.

Tech Lighting
Low-voltage, line-voltage pendants, standalone or for Monorail, T-TRAK line-voltage track, ceiling-mounts and sconces.

TLI Teron Lighting
TLI is a leader in energy-efficient lighting solutions.

USAI Lighting
Cutting-edge downlights, wallwashers and accent lighting products that deliver increasing performance and energy savings.

Vision 3 Lighting
Architectural Lighting Solutions for Outdoor and Landscape.

VISO
Contemporary lighting collection from floor and table lamps, to ceiling suspensions, wall sconces, or on-demand lighting designs for custom projects.

VolksLyte
Merging the art of metal and the science of light.

Waldmann
High quality, energy-efficient LED, fluorescent and halogen lighting solutions for a range of applications.

Winona/Acuity
Quality products for any application: Winona Lighting may be best known for custom design and skilled manufacturing, specializing in custom, decorative and performance luminaires.